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We describe a straightforward
method to segment cells in SEM
images.
With the new software the segmen-
tation is much faster than manual
drawing.
The segmentation output can be
transferred to a variety of visualiza-
tion tools.
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a b s t r a c t

Background: Elucidating the anatomy of neuronal circuits and localizing the synaptic connections between
neurons, can give us important insights in how the neuronal circuits work. We are using serial block-face
scanning electron microscopy (SBEM) to investigate the anatomy of a collision detection circuit including
the Lobula Giant Movement Detector (LGMD) neuron in the locust, Locusta migratoria. For this, thousands
of serial electron micrographs are produced that allow us to trace the neuronal branching pattern.
New method: The reconstruction of neurons was previously done manually by drawing cell outlines of
each cell in each image separately. This approach was very time consuming and troublesome. To make
the process more efficient a new interactive software was developed. It uses the contrast between the
neuron under investigation and its surrounding for semi-automatic segmentation.
emi-automatic segmentation
D-reconstruction

Results: For segmentation the user sets starting regions manually and the algorithm automatically selects
a volume within the neuron until the edges corresponding to the neuronal outline are reached. Internally

the algorithm optimizes a 3D active contour segmentation model formulated as a cost function taking the
SEM image edges into account. This reduced the reconstruction time, while staying close to the manual
reference segmentation result.
Comparison with existing methods: Our algorithm is easy to use for a fast segmentation process, unlike
previous methods it does not require image training nor an extended computing capacity.
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Conclusion: Our semi-automatic segmentation algorithm led to a dramatic reduction in processing time
for the 3D-reconstruction of identified neurons.
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. Introduction

Research on connectomics, “. . .the structural mapping of sets
f neural circuits or [. . .] the complete nervous system” (Lichtman
nd Sanes, 2008), gives much needed information on how com-
utation in neuronal circuits is performed and creates the basis
or understanding the roles different cell types play in processing
nformation. Revealing the neuronal wiring within a distinct brain
egion can prove hypotheses about how the neurons work or create
ew questions for neuroscientists. But it is a challenging task; on the
ne hand, the branching pattern of the neurons under investigation
eeds to be revealed, which means even in relatively small animals
s insects neurons have to be traced and visualized over a distance
f several hundreds of microns. On the other hand, the resolution of
he electron microscope is required to localize the synapses. These
nformation transfer points between neurons are vital to identify
euronal circuits. Over many years serial section transmission elec-
ron microscopy (ssTEM) was used to examine larger volumes of
erve tissue, and this produced ground breaking results especially

n small animals with compact nervous systems like Caenorhabdi-
is elegans (White et al., 1986), Drosophila (Takemura et al., 2013)
nd mouse (Bock et al., 2011). This technique requires serially sec-
ioning a block containing the neurons under investigation and
xamining each section under the transmission electron micro-
cope. But this technique is also very time consuming, sections can
ecome compressed and rotated, and the technique includes a sig-
ificant risk of losing sections in the process of sectioning and also
f losing information due to folding of sections. In the last years a
ew electron microscopic technique emerged in the field of neu-
oscience, serial block-face scanning electron microscopy (SBEM,
enk and Horstmann, 2004). This technique proved to be a good
lternative compared to the conventional ssTEM and soon provided
euroscientists with large data sets of sectioned neuronal samples.
BEM relies on an ultramicrotome within the chamber of a scan-
ing electron microscope; the inbuilt ultramicrotome cuts up to
housands of sections off the tissue block and a backscattered elec-
ron detector records an image of each block-face (Zankel et al.,
009).

One main advantage of SBEM is that the recorded micrographs
re already aligned and no further time consuming alignment work
s needed. This is also an advantage over another recently developed
echnique, serial sectioning by the automated tape-collecting ultra-

icrotome (ATUMtome). Compared with ssTEM the risk of data loss
ue to folding or wrapping of sections is not present with SBEM,
imply because the block-face is scanned after sectioning not the
ections (for comparison of methods, see Wanner et al., 2015).

Our primary aim is the elucidation of the wiring and computa-
ion of distinct neurons in the visual system of the locust Locusta
igratoria. A key player of the neuronal circuit is a neuron called

obula giant movement detector (LGMD), which is located in the
hird optic ganglion, the lobula complex (O’Shea and Williams,
974; Rind, 1984). This neuron plays a vital role in the detection
f objects on imminent collision course respectively of preda-
ors approaching the locust. Action potentials of a characteristic,
ncreasing frequency are triggered in the LGMD by objects on col-
ision course, but not by objects just passing the animal (Rind and
immons, 1992; Simmons and Rind, 1992; Gabbiani et al., 2002;

anter et al., 2012). To understand how signals are processed such
hat the animal can discriminate between passing-by objects and
irectly approaching ones a closer look at the LGMD is necessary,
© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

at its input neurons, the trans-medullary afferent (TmA) neurons
and the connectivity between them. The TmA neurons project from
the second optic ganglion, the medulla, via the second optic chiasm
to the LGMD. Little is known about the course of the afferents and
their connectivity pattern but it is known that the TmA neurons are
responsible for the specific input that enables the LGMD to detect
attacking predators (Rind and Simmons, 1998). Detailed knowl-
edge of the wiring between LGMD and TmA neurons is inevitable
to understand this sensitive process of object detection. Unfortu-
nately, because their axons are very thin, intracellular recording or
staining of the TmA neurons have not been attempted so far, so the
only way to trace them is by serial sectioning. Covering these cells
along their whole length between the second and third optic gan-
glion will mean covering a distance of approximately 500 �m, and
ssTEM is not a feasible method for this distance. But with SBEM
a technique is available that enables us to cover this distance in
acceptable time.

However the amount of data generated is huge and for whole
brain connectomics it exceeds hundreds of terabyte memory
needed (Kaynig et al., 2015). The use of automatic or semi-
automatic segmentation is becoming a necessity due to the fact that
drawing the cell outlines by hand in such big data sets is too time
consuming and not feasible. There are several different procedures
that can be used to process, analyze and visualize this data using
several programs for each step. This multi-application approach
makes it complicated for scientists without the IT resources to set
up, adapt and maintain successfully apply the applications.

For the segmentation of every cell within a stack of images (sat-
urated segmentation) different algorithms for cells (Mishchenko,
2009; Chklovskii et al., 2010) are used, including freely down-
loadable application packages: e.g. Sommer et al. (2011) (http://
ilastik.org/); ITK-SNAP, Yushkevich et al. (2006) (www.itksnap.
org); V3D, Peng et al. (2010) (http://vaa3d.org); (see also the review
Helmstaedter and Mitra, 2012, for description and comparison of
different applications). In those applications information concern-
ing the cell volumes, their surface and the position of the synapses
can be calculated after the segmentation.

Segmenting only single cells within a volume (sparse segmen-
tation) allows the user to focus on those specific neurons they are
interested in. For sparse segmentation, ignoring the outline of the
cells and only producing a skeleton following the course of the
neurons’ processes reduces the time for the investigator. Freely
downloadable software, e.g. KNOSSOS (Helmstaedter et al., 2011)
(http://www.knossostool.org/), enables the manual creation of cell
skeletons. But for those interested in more than the center line trac-
ing of cells in the tissue, more complex applications are needed.
ilastik (Sommer et al., 2011) enables sparse reconstruction and, in
a recent publication of Berning et al. (2015), SegEM—a toolset was
presented, that combines the skeleton output from Knossos with
automated volume segmentation after image training.

With the aim of making sparse segmentation more efficient,
we developed new interactive software (Urschler et al., 2014). This
software makes use of the high contrast between the neuronal cyto-
plasm and the cell border and of the fact that some neurons appear
darker, others lighter on electron micrographs, resulting in charac-
teristic contrast between individual neurons and their surrounding
neuropil. The user first sets starting regions manually and the algo-

rithm automatically selects a volume within the neuron until the
edges that correspond to the neuronal outline are reached. Inter-
nally the algorithm optimizes a 3D active contour segmentation

http://ilastik.org/
http://ilastik.org/
http://ilastik.org/
http://ilastik.org/
http://www.itksnap.org/
http://www.itksnap.org/
http://www.itksnap.org/
http://vaa3d.org/
http://vaa3d.org/
http://vaa3d.org/
http://www.knossostool.org/
http://www.knossostool.org/
http://www.knossostool.org/
http://www.knossostool.org/
http://www.knossostool.org/
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odel formulated as a cost function taking the SEM image edges
nto account. With this approach the segmentation process is per-
ormed with minimal user interaction and intuitively steers the
egmentation by marking missed foreground regions and remov-
ng unwanted results on the fly, thus reducing the reconstruction
ime significantly.

. Material and methods

For our experiments 4th instar locust hoppers of L. migratoria
ere used. The animals were taken from a culture at the Newcastle
niversity.

.1. Sample preparation

At first brains of the animals were dissected (see Leitinger et al.,
012). The left and right optic lobes were cut from the rest of the
rain and fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde, 2% formaldehyde in 0.1 M
odium cacodylate buffer, pH 7.4. To obtain best contrast in the
BEM we used the protocol according to Deerinck et al. (2010) with
ome modifications. Briefly, the preparation steps were: after fix-
tion for 3 h the optic lobes were rinsed with the same buffer and
ost fixed in 1% osmium tetroxide (reduced with potassium hexa-
yanoferrate(II) mixed with cacodylate buffer) for 1 h, rinsed, put
nto a contrast enhancer, thiocarbohydrazide 10% (0.1 g/10 ml) for
h, rinsed, put into 1% osmium tetroxide for 30 min, rinsed, placed

nto 1% aqueous uranyl acetate for 2 h at 60 ◦C, rinsed, placed into
alton’s lead aspartic staining solution with a pH of 5.5 overnight,

insed, dehydrated in a series of graded ethanol and finally embed-
ed in resin (TAAB embedding resin, hard mixture).

The resin blocks with the tissue were trimmed to the region of
nterest, the lobula complex, the LGMD is easily identifiable in the
obula complex by its position and lightly stained cytoplasm (see
ind and Simmons, 1998) and cut into a box shape with an edge

ength of about 400 �m and a height of 600 �m. This cube with the
issue was fixed at a metal rivet and subsequently sputter coated
ith gold/palladium.

.2. Electron microscopy

For SBEM we used an ESEM Quanta 600 FEG (FEI, Eindhoven,
he Netherlands) with a 3ViewTM in situ ultramicrotome from
atan (Pleasanton, CA, USA) mounted in the sample chamber. As
icroscope parameters an electron energy of 3 keV, a spot size

.2 and a chamber pressure of 0.25 Torr (corresponds to 33.3 Pa)
ith water vapor atmosphere were chosen. The micrographs were

cquired with the software DigitalMicrograph (Gatan Inc., Version
.01.697.0) with a voxel size of 10 × 10 × 40 nm3 and recorded
ith a dwell time of 12.5 �s. The micrographs had a total size of

5 × 25 �m2 and were stored as stacks of 40 to 80 micrographs as
m3-files. The images were inverted in order to resemble trans-
ission electron micrographs.

.3. Segmentation and reconstruction software

Data processing was not possible in the proprietary dm3-format,
herefore the SBEM images had to be converted to TIFF format,
hich was performed with DigitalMicrograph. This was necessary

or both programs used, Amira® 3D Software (Version 5.6.0) from
isualization Sciences GroupTM and our customized denoising and
egmentation tool (Urschler et al., 2014). For evaluation of the seg-
entation quality we compared the output of the semi-automatic
egmentation with the output of a fully manual segmentation of an
GMD cell and two TmA cells.

For the manual segmentation process the TIFF files were loaded
nto Amira® and the segmentation was done using a WACOM
ience Methods 264 (2016) 16–24

(PTZ-930) drawing board separately in each micrograph by outlin-
ing the border of the LGMD and the TmA cells, respectively (Fig. 1).

In the semi-automatic segmentation software all TIFF files of
one stack were loaded into the segmentation tool and converted
to a volumetric file format. For this, a binning of two was applied
for each micrograph, thus reducing lateral resolution in a resam-
pling step. This resulted in a voxel size of 20 × 20 × 40 nm. Lateral
resampling from the original size of 3000 × 3000 pixel down to
1500 × 1500 pixel was required to reduce the memory and com-
puting demands needed for operating on the stack, since all further
processing was performed three-dimensionally. The resulting vol-
ume file was denoised using the ROF model (Rudin, Osher and
Fatemi; Rudin et al., 1992), which reduces image noise while keep-
ing important image edges unchanged (Fig. 2B and C). This step
was prerequisite to generate the input for the following interac-
tive segmentation. The segmentation tool enables the user to set
seeds (Fig. 2D) into the cell of interest in any micrograph of the
image stack. These seeds are used as starting points of the segmen-
tation algorithm. The segmentation result is controllable by setting
new foreground seeds, indicating that the selected structure is part
of the desired object, or by setting background seeds to remove
unwanted structures from the segmentation. This user interaction
can be done in any micrograph of the stack requiring corrections.
Due to the 3D processing approach the interaction affects the whole
stack of images.

The underlying 3D segmentation algorithm is based on a con-
vex geodesic active contour model based on the concept of total
variation (TV), which incorporates the image gradient of the input
image as well as the connectedness to the foreground seeds and at
the same time establishes a volumetric segmentation result over
the slices of the image stack, which has minimal surface area.

Our segmentation framework is based on minimizing the fol-
lowing continuous non-smooth energy functional E(u) It is a 3D
minimal surface segmentation approach formulated as an opti-
mization problem

min
u ∈ [0,1]

E(u) = min
u ∈ [0,1]

∫
˝

g(x)|∇u(x)|dx + �

∫
˝

u(x)w(x)dx

where ˝ denotes the image domain and u ∈ C1 : ˝ → R is smooth.
The first term denotes the g-weighted TV semi-norm which is a
reformulation of the geodesic active contour energy (Caselles et al.,
1997). The edge function g(x) is defined as

g(x) = e−˛||∇I(x)||ˇ , ˛, ˇ > 0,

where �I(x) is the intensity gradient of the input image. The two
tunable parameters ˛ and ˇ are used to steer the mapping of
gradients to the final weighting of the total variation term, thus
indicating values near 1 at homogeneous regions and near 0 at large
gradients. In our case ˛ was set to 15 and ˇ to 0.55. The second term
in the minimization problem is the data term with w describing
a function that indicates connectedness to fore- and background,
respectively. The values in w have to be chosen negative if u
should be foreground and positive if u should be background. If
values in w are set to zero, the pure weighted TV energy is min-
imized seeking for a minimal surface segmentation. Interaction
by the user determines how w is defined by setting foreground
and background seed regions, which are then translated into pos-
itive and negative values for w. The trade-off between the data
term and the weighted TV regularization term is steered by �,
set to 10. The convex minimization problem can be solved for its
global optimum using e.g. the primal–dual algorithm (Chambolle

and Pock, 2011), which leads to partial differential equations, that
can very efficiently be solved numerically on a graphics processing
unit (GPU) using NVidia CUDATM. By such a hardware-accelerated
implementation, user interaction with fast user feedback is enabled
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ig. 1. An Amira® file with a manually drawn cell outline (red), the slice is part of t
ide branch.

or correcting segmentation results by shifting its computational
emand to a dedicated numerical co-processor in the form of a
PU. The sole drawback of this approach is the high demand for
PU memory required to solve the partial differential equations.

The user can visually follow the segmentation process and scroll
hrough the different micrograph slices during the process to con-
rol the result. Intracellular structures, such as mitochondria, can
mpair the segmentation process and it may be necessary to add
dditional seeds for these structures (see also Fig. 2D), such that the
oftware includes them into the segmentation. Wrong segmenta-
ion results can be corrected during the segmentation process by
he use of background seeds (see also Fig. 4D) during interaction.
he final segmentation output was saved as an Analyze 7.5-file and
as imported into Amira®. An Amira® mesh was generated from

he Analyze-file using the Amira® threshold algorithm “Hysteresis”
rom this a surface was computed and displayed.

All 3D reconstructions and the manual segmentation were
erformed using Amira® 3D Software (Version 5.6.0) from FEI
isualization Sciences GroupTM. The segmentation and reconstruc-

ion algorithms were executed on a desktop machine with an
ntel® Xenon® E3-1200 (4 cores, 3.30 GHz), 16 GB RAM and NVIDIA
eForce GTX TITAN X with 12 GB of GPU RAM.

For the purpose of comparison, ilastik was also set up on the
ame desktop machine and used by the same person for a sparse
econstruction of the same data, monitoring the time it took for the
egmentation.

To evaluate the segmentations, the total volume of each recon-
tructed neuronal segment was determined using Amira®, and

he total neurite length was also approximated in Amira® in 3D,
y drawing lines between branching points of the neurons or
etween bends and adding up the lengths of the lines. To get a
easure of the diameter of neurites that failed to be included in
D reconstruction shown in Fig. 5(A); asterisk = LGMD main branch, arrow = LGMD

the semi-automatic segmentation, the smallest neurite diameters
were measured on the original micrographs close to each branch-
ing point, regardless of whether the branch was included in the
segmentation or not, and afterwards the segmented data were
inspected to show which neurites had been missed out.

The contrast of the micrographs shown here was auto adjusted
with Photoshop CS4 (Extended Version 11.0, Adobe Systems Inc.,
1990–2008, USA).

3. Results

The performance of the segmentation tool was evaluated in
three different ways. First we looked at the quality of the segmen-
tation of a cell with high contrast to its surrounding, the LGMD,
and the quality of the segmentation of cells with a lower contrast
to their surrounding, the TmA cells. Second, the time needed for the
semi-automatic segmentation and the manual segmentation was
compared. Third, the percentage of correctly segmented pixels in
the semi-automated segmentation was computed.

To evaluate the quality of the segmentation of the LGMD and
TmA cells, in both cases stacks with high image quality were used.
Because the image quality can vary over time (due to slight astig-
matism or variation of lens alignment, contrast and brightness),
additionally an image stack with low image quality was also eval-
uated to find the limits of the segmentation tool. The low quality
stack had been selected by visual inspection of the micrographs.

The LGMD in the outer, posterior lobula complex is suitable for
testing the software because its main fan of dendrites in the outer

lobula complex exhibits a tree-like branching pattern. Its dendrites
of over 5 �m in diameter are readily recognizable in electron micro-
graphs and bifurcate repeatedly into thinner branches (Sztarker
and Rind, 2014). We were therefore able to test the ability of the
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Fig. 2. Reconstruction process of the LGMD; (A) original data, the black rectangle indicates the area containing the LGMD (L); (B) detail of original data as marked in (A);
(C) micrograph after edge preserving denoising; (D) snapshot of semi-automatic segmentation of LGMD in progress with manually set seed (yellow) and automatically
s (arrow
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egmented area (red), Mitochondria, with their dark matrix, needed extra seeds
isualized in Amira® with a depth of 2.4 �m. Scale bars: in A 5 �m, in (B)–(D) 1 �m

oftware to faithfully segment both thick and thin branches. Due
o the high contrast between its cytoplasm and the surrounding
europil (Fig. 2A “L”), the outline of LGMD was easily traced by
he algorithm. After loading the image files (with a total depth of
�m) into the program and the first processing stages (see Section
.3) the segmentation of the LGMD runs automatically with hardly
ny additional corrections needed by the user. Additional seeds
ere needed to add some mitochondria whose matrix appears
ark on the inverted micrographs (Fig. 2D, arrow-heads), so the
egmentation algorithm recognized the sharp edges around the
itochondria.
The total neurite path length for this reconstruction was

8.4 �m. Only very fine branches were lost. As shown in Fig. 3 the
econstructions from the two approaches are similar over all but
he semi-automatic approach had some problems with the very fine
etails of some side branches of the LGMD (Fig. 3, black rectangles).
he missed connections shown in the rectangles have to be added
anually in a proof reading process. A closer analysis of the missed

onnections showed that only 5 branches were lost, resulting in an

verage path length after which a loss occurred of 11.7 �m for this
econstruction. The mean diameter of the narrowest point of these
issing branches was 152.2 ± 23.9 nm (mean ± S.D.) and ranged

rom 125.6 to 197.2. However, 3 out of the 9 other side branches
-heads); (E) final 3D reconstruction of semi-automatically segmented LGMD as

that had been included in the segmentation had an even smaller
narrowest point diameter. Their narrowest point diameters ranged
from 86.7 to 462.9 nm (mean value 191.2, S.D. 111.2). The delicate
side branches are difficult to follow semi-automatically because a
binning of 2 is applied before the loading of the data into the semi-
automatic software, resulting in a reduction of lateral resolution,
so 150 nm correspond to only 7.5 voxels.

The TmA neurons’ branches in the lobula complex are much
smaller and their cytoplasm varies in brightness on the inverted
micrographs. This often results in a lower contrast between their
cytoplasm and the surrounding neuropil. The algorithm thus has
to rely mostly on the accurate detection of the contrast between
the cytoplasm and the cell membrane, making this type of neuron
more delicate to trace. We looked at two different TmA neurons
over a distance of 3 �m that differed in contrast to their surround-
ing neuropil—one of them had high contrast, whereas the other
TmA cell had low contrast (Fig. 4B, asterisks). The segmentation
process for the high contrast TmA neuron was as flawless as the
LGMD segmentation process. The low contrast TmA neuron needed

more intervention by the user. In sections with very low contrast
between the TmA neuron and its surrounding a segmentation error
occurred that had to be manually corrected by the user during the
segmentation process (Fig. 4D, blue overlay).
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Fig. 3. 3D LGMD reconstruction from the high quality micrographs quoted in Table 1 over a depth of 9 �m; (A) manual reconstruction of LGMD, black arrows indicate side
branches that were missed in the semi-automatic segmentation; (B) semi-automatic reconstruction of LGMD; black rectangles indicate regions where the 3D reconstruction
software Amira® has problems due to the small diameter and lateral shift of the cells’ branch.

Fig. 4. Reconstruction process for two TmA cells; (A) original data, black rectangle indicates area with the TmA cells; (B) detail of original data as marked in (A), asterisks = TmA
neurons, L = LGMD; (C) micrograph after edge preserving denoising; (D) snapshot of two TmA cells segmented semi-automatically with manually set seed (yellow) and
automatically segmented area (red) and with manual correction (blue); (E) final 3D reconstruction of two TmA cells in Amira® with a depth of 3 �m. Scale bars: in A 5 �m,
in B–D 1 �m.
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et al., 2010; Takemura, 2015). In mammals, SBEM or automated
ig. 5. Under-segmentation occurred when low quality micrographs were used fo
mA cells, the purple overlay shows the true cell boundaries, the red regions indica

In SBEM the image quality can vary considerably even if the
ame acceleration voltage and pressure settings are used due to
ifferences of the gray levels, the lens alignment or astigmatism,
oming from contamination of the electron column during long
maging time. To detect whether the software can deal with these
ifferences in image quality, we used data sets with high quality

mages (Figs. 2 and 4) and compared these to data sets with lower
uality images (Fig. 5) with weak astigmatism resulting in a slightly
lurred image (Fig. 5). This lead to under-segmentation of the TmA
ells, as shown in Fig. 5B (red areas around the cells indicated by
he purple overlay).

Next, we measured how much time it took from loading the
icrographs to finishing the 3D-reconstructions, comparing our

emi-automatic approach with manual segmentation. From the
ame set of micrographs the cell outlines were drawn semi-
utomatically and manually while measuring the total processing
ime. We tested good quality micrographs of the LGMD over a
otal distance of 9.00 �m, lower quality micrographs of the LGMD
ver a distance of 9.12 �m, and two different TmA cells in a stack
xtending over 2.4 �m. The results of this evaluation are shown in
able 1.

In each case, semi-automatic segmentation clearly sped up the
rocessing time: manual segmentation of the LGMD from high
uality micrographs took 10.6 times as long as semi-automatic
egmentation. Segmentation of the LGMD from lower quality
icrographs (that required more input by the user), and segmen-

ation of two different TmA neurons from high quality micrographs
ook 2.5-fold longer manually as compared to semi-automatic seg-

entation.
Using ilastik as an alternative to our semi-automatic approach

ook longer, and a significant advantage of our tool became appar-
nt when the contrast between neurites and surround was high.
ith ilastik, the user took 148.1 s/�m neurite length for the LGMD

rom high quality micrographs (compared with only 29.7 s/�m
or our semi-automatic tool), 137.8 s (120.4) for the LGMD from
ow quality micrographs, and 120.6 s (59.0) for the TmA neu-
ons. While the user found the ilastik display clearer than the
isplay of our semi-automatic software, the main advantage of
ur semi-automatic software over ilastik was that the segmenting
esults are immediately displayed and thus allow an immediate
orrection.

Finally, to assess the quality of our novel segmentation
echnique, we quantitatively compared the results of the semi-
utomatic (Ssem) and manually generated (Sman) segmentation of
he LGMD (as shown in Fig. 3) in terms of their Dice overlap measure
Dice, 1945). This measure resembles the percentage of correctly

egmented pixels by taking the manual segmentation, after it was
onfirmed by another investigator, as gold standard. To compute
he Dice overlap, the intersection of pixels in both segmentations
entation of TmA cells; (A) original data; (B) semi-automatic segmentation of the
er-segmentation, yellow dot = seed; Scale bars: 2 �m.

is related to the union of all segmented pixels in both segmentations
according to

DO = 2|Sman ∩ Ssem|
|Sman| + |Ssem|′

where the brackets indicate the cardinality of the respective set of
segmented pixels. The measure is given in percent. The segmenta-
tions of the LGMD from high quality micrographs have an overlap
of 97.2%, compared to a 90.5% overlap from the low quality micro-
graphs. The computed overlap between the semi-automatic and
the manual segmentation of the two TmA neurons was 88.2%.

4. Discussion

One of the challenges in connectomics is that novel serial
sectioning and imaging methods in connection with electron
microscopy, such as SBEM, can produce huge data sets. To learn
about the neuronal branching patterns, neurons have to be
identified within the micrographs and their outlines traced for
segmentation; this is an extremely time-consuming procedure.
In fact, the reconstruction of neurons and the identification of
synapses are the rate-limiting steps in neuronal circuit reconstruc-
tion (Chklovskii et al., 2010). With limitations of fully unsupervised
automatic segmentation methods in mind, we present here a newly
developed semi-automatic segmentation algorithm that provides
an alternative to the time consuming manual segmentation process
by allowing intuitive user feedback while continuously updating a
geodesic active contour energy.

Two ways to accomplish the segmentation necessary for wiring
research can be taken: either, in saturated segmentation of defined
volumes, every neuron within a predefined volume is segmented.
Or, in sparse segmentation, the neurons the investigators are inter-
ested in are identified in the serial micrographs, and only these
neurons are traced and later reconstructed.

Saturated volume segmentation is feasible in very small ani-
mals or in predefined volumes taken from larger nervous systems:
for example, in a groundbreaking study, every neuron within the
nervous system of C. elegans was reconstructed from ssTEM data
(White et al., 1986). Full connectomes in the optic lobe of Drosophila
were also obtained using ssTEM data (Takemura et al., 2013;
Takemura, 2015). Both studies demonstrating the power of satu-
rated volume segmentation approaches. In Drosophila, Janelia Farm
Research Campus is even aiming to elucidate a full connectome of
every neuron in the brain of this genus using an automatic segmen-
tation and reconstruction pipeline (Mishchenko, 2009; Chklovskii
tape-collecting ultramicrotome SEM (ATUM-SEM), have been used
to study the connectomes within blocks of between 50 and 132 �m
in length (mouse retina ganglion cell layer: Briggman et al., 2011;
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Table 1
Comparison between manual and semi-automatic reconstruction. Two sets of micrographs of an LGMD neuron were used; one with low quality and one with high quality
in terms of astigmatism/lens alignment/gray levels; In a stack of 60 high quality micrographs two TmA cells were traced at the same time and also reconstructed with both
methods.

High quality micrographs (LGMD) Low quality mircographs (LGMD) TmA neurons (high quality, two cells)

Slices 225 228 60
Total neuron length [�m] 58.45 54.47 10.39
Manual neuron volume [�m3] 225.35 124.74 5.13
Semi-automatic neuron volume [�m3] 212.71 111.70 5.02

Manual [s/slices] 81.59 70.53 25.00
[s/�m] 314.07 295.23 144.54
[s/�m3] 81.46 128.91 292.98

Semi-automatic [s/slices] 7.71 28.77 10.20
[s/�m] 29.68 120.43 58.99
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ouse inner plexiform layer: Helmstaedter et al., 2013; the neocor-
ex: Kasthuri et al., 2015; the developing Calyx of Held: Holcomb
t al., 2013; the developing hippocampal mossy fiber synapse:
ilke et al., 2013). In spite of the limited block length, the anal-

sis of the massive amount of data within these predefined blocks
equired solutions such as online crowd-sourcing and machine
earning (Helmstaedter, 2013).

But the locusts’ nervous system is much larger than the ner-
ous system of Drosophila. The neurons we are studying in the
ocust are approximately 500 �m long. Saturated reconstruction

as thus not feasible with the resources available. A time saving
ption was sparse segmentation, selecting the LGMD and single
rans-medullary afferent neurons that connect to the LGMD within
he micrographs for segmentation.

Alternatives to our segmentation software are automatic tools
or segmentation (Mishchenko, 2009; Ting et al., 2012; Liu et al.,
014; Kasthuri et al., 2015 and references), some of which are
vailable freely on the internet (e.g. Rhoana, www.rhoana.org;
asthuri et al., 2015). But at present, the results of these auto-
atic procedures still need manual correcting (Chklovskii et al.,

010; Plaza et al., 2012; Kasthuri et al., 2015). For example, in a
econstruction of the rat neocortex, only 88% of the profiles were
orrectly segmented in single images using Rhoana (Kasthuri et al.,
015). This could lead to big errors when interpreting the cell
ourse in 3D because “. . . few local mistakes can lead to severe
lobal errors” (Andres et al., 2008), and Kasthuri et al. (2015)
onclude that “. . . at present it is premature to generate fully
utomated connectivity matrices“. For this aim, special tools are
eing developed for correcting such errors semi-automatic pro-
edures that allow the user to correct each micrograph in 3D
Heckel et al., 2014: “Dojo”; e.g. Jones et al., 2015; Kasthuri et al.,
015: “Mojo”).

Furthermore, many automatic algorithms require training
mages using stacks that have been hand segmented for training
he specific algorithm to pick out the features that it is supposed to
e reconstructed (e.g. Kreshuk et al., 2011; Perez et al., 2014). Or,
xtended computing capacity on computer clusters is necessary for
ome algorithms (e.g. Perez et al., 2014). To overcome these obsta-
les, we developed a semi-automatic pipeline that does require
either image training nor large computer clusters. It consists of:
rst, loading image stacks into custom made software that per-

orms an edge-preserving denoising of relevant structures; second,
etting starting seeds to trigger the automatic part of the segmen-
ation; third, setting further foreground or background seeds to
orrect the segmentation results, fourth, transferring the image

tack to 3D-reconstruction software. For further processing and
D visualization, the results of the semi-automatic segmentation
ere transferred to Amira® software, but they can be read by any

D reconstruction program.
58.72 122.14

But elucidating the wiring between neurons also means
identifying their synaptic connections. In an earlier publication
(Wernitznig et al., 2015), we have shown that the quality of SBEM
micrographs is sufficient for the localization of synapses in the first
optic neuropile of the locust, so that we could establish a wiring dia-
gram for two classes of lamina monopolar cell in that area. Although
our algorithm cannot detect the synapses, synapses can later be
manually segmented at the same stacks containing the segmenta-
tion results, so that the full wiring between neurons can now be
elucidated semi-automatically.

The clue to our algorithm lies in its simplicity: the algorithm
simply uses the contrast between the neuronal cytoplasm and its
surrounding neuropile for edge detection. Using this algorithm
led to a dramatic reduction in processing time, depending on the
contrast between the neuronal cytoplasm and the surrounding
neuropil. We saved between 59 and 91% of the time needed for
manual reconstruction; this compares favorably with the times it
took for a reconstruction using ilastik instead of our semi-automatic
software, which only saved between 17 and 53%.

The time saving goes hand in hand with a high accuracy of the
segmentation as the differences between the semi-automatic and
manual segmentation, the Dice overlap reached 97% in our recon-
struction of a high contrast neuron, the LGMD reconstruction from
good quality micrographs and was still 90.5% from poorer quality
micrographs. The TmA neurons, which exhibit lower contrast to
their surrounding, still showed an overlap of 88.2%.

The narrowest points of lost branches in the high quality
reconstruction were only 7.6 pixel in diameter, but other, thinner
branches were included in the reconstruction. This shows that not
only the diameter, but also local contrast characteristics, loss of
edge contrast during binning, overlap between consecutive images
and the fact whether the operator discovers and corrects the loss,
contribute to the likelihood of a neurite being lost.

The quality of the segmentation depends on the quality of the
electron micrographs, but the tests we present here show that the
algorithm tolerates a wide range of image qualities in terms of lens
alignment or astigmatism. One limitation of this algorithm is the
occurrence of under-segmentation when the contrast between the
traced cell and its surrounding is very low, because it makes use of
the contrast between the cytoplasm and the surround of the cell.
While the algorithm helped us in processing most of the neurons
we tested, we also found individual neurons with low contrast to
their surround on stacks of poorer quality that were severely under-
segmented by the algorithm and not further processed.

Another limit of the tool is the limitation of the stack size to

approximately 120 images at an image size of 2500 × 2500 pixel by
the NVidia GeForce GTX TITAN X graphics card we use currently. But
after exporting the segmentation results to Amira, we were readily
able to merge the results of several stacks, as shown in Fig. 2.

http://www.rhoana.org;/
http://www.rhoana.org;/
http://www.rhoana.org;/
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active contour segmentation of anatomical structures: significantly improved
4 S. Wernitznig et al. / Journal of Ne

While Amira software was well suitable for our 3D- reconstruct-
ons, it is commercial. There are other, non-commercial alternatives

hose usage would make the described protocols less costly, such
s ITK-SNAP (www.itksnap.org), or Fiji (Fiji is based on the ImageJ
latform and available at http://fiji.sc/Welcome).

In summary we present here a simple and straightforward,
emi-automatic segmentation algorithm to deal with micrograph
mage stacks. Using this algorithm was easy and it led to a dramatic
eduction in processing time for the 3D-reconstruction of identi-
ed visual neurons of locusts. With its straightforward approach
he algorithm will be suitable for a wide range of applications.
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